FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Youngstown 2010 Moving Ahead program scheduled to air on Thursday, Oct. 5 will air on Sunday, Oct. 8 at 6 p.m.

Technical difficulties prevent program from being fed to PBS 45 & 49

Kent, Ohio — Oct. 6, 2006 — Due to technical difficulties at Youngstown State University, Regionalism: What Is It and Can It Work Here? did not air on PBS 45 & 49 on Thursday, Oct. 5 at 8 p.m. University staff were unable to electronically feed the program to PBS 45 & 49; therefore, alternate programming had to be aired in its place. The program, which is part of the Youngstown 2010 Moving Ahead: A Forum for Reporting Progress series, will air on Sunday, Oct. 8 at 6 p.m.

Regionalism: What Is It and Can It Work Here? features Joan Riehm, deputy mayor of Louisville Metro Government, who describes local government cooperation examples across the U.S., and talks about the lessons that Louisville has learned from merging its city and county governments. Vince Bevacqua, co-anchor/reporter for 33 News-WYTV and co-host of “For the People” on MyYTV, is the program’s host.

This is the 14th program produced by PBS 45 & 49 in the Youngstown 2010 Moving Ahead series, which has previously discussed race relations, the arts, neighborhoods and shrinking cities. The program is produced in conjunction with The Business Led Development Group for Mahoning Valley, and the Youngstown 2010 Moving Ahead series is supported by the Tony Lariccia family.

About PBS 45 & 49

PBS 45 & 49 is owned and operated by Northeastern Educational Television of Ohio, Inc., a private, nonprofit corporation. A trusted community resource, PBS 45 & 49 uses the power of noncommercial television and related services to enrich the lives of people through high-quality programming and educational services that teach, illuminate and inspire. For more information about PBS 45 & 49, visit www.pbs4549.org or call 1-800-854-4549.
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